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Abstract— In the micro grid framework the standout amongst the significant segment will be dc issue. On this premise, the 

extension bridge type current limiter (BFCL) utilizing static non-direct controller was proposed for utilizing in the dc grid, because 

of benefits including minor negative impact on dc grid ordinary activity, quick reaction to dc deficiencies and effective coordination 

with the dc electrical switch (DCCB). The parameter structure standard of the extension type FCL for dc grid was likewise talked 

about. At that point the downsized dc circuit was worked to check the working rule and execution of the extension type FCL. In 

existing framework they will decrease the shortcoming current utilizing those flaw line present limiter. This paper might have been 

talked about those issue present necessities Also to focus the decrease of the dc reactor value, to decrease the shortcoming and the 

converter will work through ceaselessly. So we try for the bridge-type deficiency current limiter utilizing dc grid, for negative 

impact in the grid operation, that dc deficiency hosting the quick reaction What's more productive you quit offering on that one for 

the circuit board. The bridge-type FCL with model predictive control through dc grid might have been likewise included. Those 

testing circuits would likewise utilized should check the attempting guideline what’s more execution of the bridge-type FCL. 

Finally, those reenactment utilizing MATLAB were conveyed out to those recommended framework of the bridge-type FCL 

Eventually Tom's perusing utilizing those dc grid. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A smart grid is being created next generation power system. The smart grid incorporate bound together small scale 

frameworks, particularly at the dispersal level where distributed ages (DGs) are progressively utilized. The DG innovations 

can be ordered into power age from sustainable power source (RE) assets,  wind, photovoltaic, smaller scale hydro, biomass, 

geothermal, sea wave and tides, the perfect elective vitality (AE) age advances, energy units and reduced scale turbines, just 
as the conventional rotational machine based advances,  diesel generators. Because of a few advantages of these sources, 

cleanness and basic advances, aggravated with expanding requests for electrical vitality and the modest idea of petroleum 

derivatives, the RE and AE-based DGs assume a vital job in micro grid.  

The micro grid can work in framework associated or remain self-contained activity modes. Especially the independent 

task, despite the fact that may just for extremely constrained period, can give improved resolute quality to the smart grid. 

Some different frameworks, electric vehicles can be considered as continually working in remain stand-alone mode. Because 

of the discontinuous idea of sustainable power source assets, other vitality sources, (for example, diesel) and capacity 

components (SEs) are basic part to empower the independent activity of small grid works or to smooth the miniaturized scale 

network control during matrix associated task. SEs can be arranged into two classes: limit situated vitality storing and access-

situated vitality storing. Limit arranged vitality storing does not have quick reaction time and they are utilized for long haul 

vitality adjusting to cushion out low-recurrence control wavering of DGs yield control and repay discontinuity of sustainable 
power sources in small scale frameworks. Batteries, siphoned hydroelectric frameworks, packed air vitality stockpiling 

(CAES) and hydrogen storing are kinds of limit situated vitality. Access-situated capacity devices have quick reaction time 

and they are in charge of brief time aggravations in small scale networks, by giving the high-recurrence part of intensity. 

They can supply or ingest the powerful transients with high power thickness Flywheels, super capacitors, and 

superconducting attractive vitality storing (SMES) are considered as access-situated capacity gadgets.  

Because of the stability of improving device to the power engineers and experts all through the world. Step by step, it is 

getting more attraction for its basic structure, minimal effort and possible usage attributes. Be that as it may, up to now, there 

is no point by point examination of its appropriate and inflexible control structure. Even though the fact that there is an 

exciting work on the control structure of bridge type fault current limiter however the proposed control framework needs in 

reasonable execution of generator reactions as any control status. Additionally, it depends just on the lattice current and 
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voltage reactions which can change nonlinearly whenever. The line current variety in fault is contrasted and a predefined 

limit line current esteem, which can fluctuate contingent on the constructions nature and fault condition. Due to stability of 

improving device to the power engineers and researchers throughout the world. Day by day, it is getting more attraction for 

its simple structure, low cost and feasible implementation characteristics. But, up to now, there is no detailed analysis of its 

proper and rigid control structure. Although there is an interesting work on the control structure of bridge type fault current 

limiter but the proposed control system lacks in viable implementation of generator responses as any control status. 
Moreover, it depends only on the grid current and voltage responses which can change nonlinearly any time. The line current 

variation during fault is compared with a predefined threshold line current value, which can vary depending upon the systems 

nature and fault condition. 

Bringing the multi terminal framework utilizing dc grid as demonstrated fig. 1, When deficiency happens in the dc line, 

the issue will a chance to be recognized rapidly et cetera those current streaming through the framework are cut off thereby 

circuit board would with be introduced On both wind of the line. When that deficiency is isolated, every last one of 

converters ought to work ceaselessly to guarantee that energy supply of the sound system. For example, the point when the dc 

shortcoming f1 happens looking into Line1, that faultfinder Line1 ought to be cut off by those DCCBs B12 Furthermore B21 

instantly. Preceding those DCCBs need aid tripped, those converters S1–S4 are expected should work continuously, will 

verify the solid organize could ride through the issue.  

 

Fig.1. Topology of Multi Terminal Grid System 

In this manner, as the power structure is nonlinear in nature, a nonlinear controller for the extension of bridge type 
current limiter will be sensible from the view purpose of dependability improvement of the power frameworks. As Static non-

straight controller is a nonlinear controller with straightforwardness, it very well may be effectively actualized for power 

framework security improvement. It is an exceptionally straightforward nonlinear controller dependent on basic "Assuming 

THEN" rationale. It looks like human basic leadership with its capacity to work from estimated information and find exact 

arrangements. This paper proposes the static non - direct controlled bridge type FCL to improve the transient security of 

multi-machine control frameworks. To the best of our insight, there is no utilization of any nonlinear controller for the bridge 

type FCL. Up until this point, the bridge type FCL has been connected to solidness improvement in wind generator 

framework and single machine control framework. In any case, there is no report accessible on the bridge type FCL 

application to diminish the fault current 

II. LITREATURE SURVEY 

  Nejabatkhahetal described an overview of power management strategies for a hybrid AC/DC micro grid system, which 
includes different system structures (AC-coupled, DC-coupled, and AC-DC-coupled hybrid micro grids), different operation 
modes, a thorough study of various power management and control schemes in both steady state and transient conditions, and 
examples of power management and control strategies. Finally, discussion and recommendations of power management 
strategies for the further research are presented. 

 Dragicevic Described the practical design aspects of DC MG technology concerning typical power hardware topologies 
and their suitability for different emerging smart grid applications. Then, an overview of the state of the art in DC MG 
protection and grounding is provided. Owing to the fact that there is no zero current crossing, an arc that appears upon breaking 
DC current cannot be extinguished naturally, making the protection of DC MGs a challenging problem. In relation with this, a 
comprehensive overview of protection schemes which discusses both design of practical protective devices and their 
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integration into overall protection systems is provided. Closely coupled with protection, conflicting grounding objectives, e.g. 
minimization of stray current and common mode voltage are explained and several practical solutions are presented. 

 W. Zhang, R. Wang, and P. Mattavelli described a two-stage topology using a full bridge in series with a bidirectional 
synchronous rectifier dc–dc converter as a single-phase ECC for dc Nano grid, with a significant reduction of the dc-link 
capacitor value. The operation analysis and the design of passive components are provided. A bidirectional control system and 
the design process are also presented in terms of the system requirement and the small dc-link capacitor. 

 D. Boroyevich, and P. Mattavelli described a complete discussion of several aspects of system interface design for the grid-
interface converter under both single-phase and three-phase system conditions. A passive plus active filter solution is proposed 
to accomplish the common mode-related noises minimization as well as a dramatic reduction of the converter system volume. 
A complete filter design procedures are also presented in accordance with the EMI and power quality regulation on both ac and 
dc sides. Several design considerations are discussed in a two-stage bidirectional ac–dc converter system for dc electronic 
distribution system application and most results can be applied to other applications, such as electric vehicle charger station, 
PV system, etc. 

 G. Gharehpetian, and A. Heidary described The first peak of the fault current amplitude has been controlled and system can 
work in the safe operation region. In the proposed BSSFCL, the switching over voltages have been decreased. This topology 
can protect switches against over voltages. After fault removal, only one reactor is used. This reactor causes fast recovery via 
changing the topology from the AC mode to the DC mode and results in fast recovery to the initial state. These characteristics 
of the proposed BSSFCL increase the reliability of the electrical network and the BSSFCL is suitable for higher voltage 
applications by considering the insulation coordination problems. 

III. BRIDGE TYPE FCL 

 Dependent upon the necessities examined before, this paper proposes will apply those bridge-type FCL in the dc gird to 
Supplanting the dc reactor straightforwardly introduced on the dc offering. Concerning illustration we know, those span sort 
FCL might have been to start with imagined to those ac framework [16]. The point when utilized within the MMC-based dc 
gird, it needs an alternate attempting standard for the parameters overhauled.  

 

Fig 2 Working principle of the bridge-type FCL in the MMC-based dc grid(a) Current flowing path during normal operation; (b) Current flowing  path 

during fault current limitation (idc > 0); (c) Current flowing path during fault current limitation (idc < 0) 
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 Throughout typical operation, as in length Similarly as the dc predisposition current Ib is bigger over those outright esteem 
of the dc line current idc, (Ib + idc)/2 Also (Ib − idc)/2 would both certain Furthermore Subsequently every last one of diodes 
D1–D4 could remain in the leading state. In those present streaming through that dc reactor remains steady similarly as Ib. In 
this situation, those dc reactors will be bypassed from the dc line, hence hosting no impact on the dc grid typical operation.  

 Similarly as analyzed above, for those bridge-type FCL, those dc reactor will be joined under those flaw line circlet 
promptly and naturally then afterward a dc fault, attempting to limit the deficiency current. However, once the fundamental 
breaker in the DCCB may be tripped toward blocking every last one of IGBTs, the arresters will make joined under those 
deficiency out and the dc shortcoming present will start on diminish. Along these lines the voltage over those dc reactor 

without a doubt fulfil the condition that VL = LBdiL/dt ≤ 0. Every last one of four arrangement diode Assemblies D1–D4 
will turned directing synchronously because of the ahead voltage contributed by those dc reactor What's more dc predisposition 
control supply. That is with say, those dc reactor in the span sort FCL will be bypassed once more starting with the deficiency 
out instantaneously, Concerning illustration indicated on fig. Therefore, the bridge-type FCL separates the shortcoming vitality 
of the flaw line circlet starting with that of the dc reactor throughout the flaw line freedom time. Those arresters in the DCCB 
require just with scatter the flaw line vitality in the flaw line circuit, thereabouts under this condition, Tclear will be.  

                                                               Tclear = Itrip ⋅ Ll/Umargin.  

 As stated by that dissection above, the favorable circumstances of the span sort FCL with a chance to be utilized within 
those dc grid cam wood a chance to be summarized as takes after: 

(i) Throughout ordinary operation, the dc reactor in the FCL is unconnected under the dc line, exerting no negative 
impact on the dc grid typical operation.  

(ii) Then afterward an dc fault, those dc reactor will be joined under the deficiency circlet thick, as quickly, Furthermore 
automatically, attempting to breaking point the shortcoming present.  

(iii) Following those primary breaker of the mixture DCCB is transformed off, those dc reactor in the FCL will a chance to 
be bypassed once more starting with those shortcoming out promptly (also automatically), diminishing those 
downright deficiency clearing time of the mixture DCCB compared for those dc reactor straightforwardly introduced.                      

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

     The current strategy shows exponentially increment of populaces of DGs has come about the addition of blame current 

dimensions in power systems. The short out blame may cause loss of administration, transient under/over voltage, demolition 

of intensity hardware pieces, and loss of synchronization. Although numerous conventional methodologies are created for 

dealing with the blame current, organize part and reconfiguration, inclusion of a high-impedance transformer or an air-center 

inductor, different drawbacks of such techniques have made them increasingly more unfit with matrix requirements. In this 

basis exchanging method has been executed with diode connect rectifier and without the power the executives framework. 

The bridge type FCCs are recognized utilizing a current-fed full extension course of action.This topology is characteristically 
fit to utilizing diodes as line-commutated switches just as cutting edge thyristors. The bridge type FCCs don't have an 

ordinary state by-pass, could possibly have a blame current deviation, however they do require an overvoltage.    

 

       Fig.3. Existing system 

       The existing topology can be applied to any number of cables by expanding the circuit with four more IGBTs for each 

added cables concerning illustration we know, those span sort fault current limiter might have been to start with imagined to 
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those ac framework. The point when utilized within the MMC-based dc gird, it needs an alternate attempting standard for the 

parameters overhauled. Similarly as analyzed above, for those bridge-type FCL, those dc reactors will be joined under those 

flaw line circlets promptly and naturally then afterward a dc fault, attempting to limit the deficiency current. However, once 

the fundamental breaker in the DCCB may be tripped toward blocking every last one of IGBTs, the arresters will deficiency 

out and the dc shortcoming present will start on diminish. Along these lines the voltage over that dc reactor without a doubt.   

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

         The bridge type fault current limiter (FCL) was proposed for utilizing in the dc grid, because of benefits including 

minor negative effect on dc network ordinary activity, quick reaction to dc issues and productive coordination with the dc 

electrical switch (DCCB).In Existing framework to apply the bridge type FCL in the dc brace for supplanting the dc reactor 

directly introduced on the dc line. As we probably are aware, the bridge type FCL was first invented for the air conditioner 

parameters 

         In this paper, so as to assess the execution of the current facilitated task of the fuzzy logic controlled bridge type fault 

current limiter and ideal reclosing in more detail, an optional static nonlinear controller is proposed in this paper. The static 

nonlinear controller can be spoken to by a basic condition, 

R_sh=R*( TKED)^2 

 

Fig.4.Static nonlinear controller connection scheme with bridge type FCL. 

    This is the square outline of the static nonlinear controller. The ideal estimation of the controller parameter is 0.024. This 

ideal regard is controlled by experimentation strategy. As we utilized a direct nonlinear controller, the estimation of the 
controller consistent has leading impact on the activity of the nonlinear controller controlled BFCL. We say whether the 

estimation of is past some range, at that point the execution of BFCL changes quickly. That path is given in the following 

section. Note that a similar parameter is utilized all through the reproductions. Once more, the comparator task is structured 

similarly with respect to the fuzzy logic controller. The IGBT switch will turn on just when the entry flag is 1. Then again, it 

stays off when the door flag is under 1. 

 

Fig.5.Proposed system for the fault current limiter using micro grid 
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     The proposed system reduces the dc fault using BFCL in the AC/DC micro grid. The BFCL, has fast response to dc faults 

and efficient coordination with the DC circuit breaker. The BFCL was using in the DC grid for negative influence in normal 

operation and also applicable for AC grid. To implement that we are providing the AC/DC micro grid and the MPC is 

connected through it. 

VI. SIMULATION RESULT 

 

Fig.6. Simulation diagram of Bridge Type FCL in AC/DC Micro grid

The power circuit topology of the proposed FCL circuit is composed of three main parts that are described as follows:  

          1. A solitary stage diode-connect rectifier comprises of D1-D4 diodes.  

           2. A combination of a DC limiting reactor, a self-turn off semiconductor switch, (for example, a metal-oxide-

semiconductor field – impact transistor (MOSFET) and its snubber circuit, a quick diode (DF), which gives a lift converter. 

This resolution is associated with diode-connect for control vitality, and restricting the blame current.  

          3. A RC circuit comprises of little capacitor and resistor, which is associated with diode-connect yield as noise 

elimination tool and is worked in high frequencies.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

To report the converter consistent task and subsequently the sound system blame ride through amid dc blames, this paper 

proposed the hypothetical strategy to compute the required estimation of the dc reactor for blame current confinement, which 

has been proven accuracy through recreations. At that point the extension type FCL was proposed to be connected in the 

multi-terminal dc framework, with its superiorities and parameter structure rule being right off being analyzed. Its 

conspicuous blame current constraining ability was checked by experiment and simulation. Contrasted and the dc reactor 

straightforwardly introduced on the dc line, two points of interest of the bridge type FCL are very attractive for the multi-

terminal dc network: (I) the dc reactor in the extension type FCL is detached into the dc line amid ordinary activity, in this 

manner driving no negative impact on the dynamic reaction speed and strength of the dc framework. (ii) After the DCCB is 
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stumbled to clear the blame current, the dc reactor in the bridge type FCL is lined again from the blame circuit quickly 

(likewise consequently), ensuring a faster blame isolation speed. 
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